
 

MEMBERS FORUM 
Meeting Minutes 

15th April 2021 - Commencing at 13:00 AEST. 
Zoom Teleconference 

13:00  Members Forum Welcome - Members and Guests 

- WAHA Height Safety Training Proposal - Presented by Michael Biddle 

• The need for a standardised training approach - and set the new standard. 
• Whilst the percentages are staying the same; median lost time is increasing and cost in 

workers compensation is also increasing.  
• Fatalities from height hovering consistently around 10% but between 2003 and 2019 we are 

actually at a higher percentage. 
• Huge advances in Equipment, Legislation and Standards … but we seem to be getting no 

further ahead in protecting workers. The cost to business in terms of gaining ‘compliance’ 
is ever increasing.  

• Training is our outlier. It is simply not delivering the outcomes intended.  
• The core principles and design for heights training has not substantially changed in the past 

25 years. However; 
• Courses are becoming condensed and commoditised. 
• Achieving a ‘ticket’ has become the goal versus attaining a skill. 
• No consistency from training company to training company or often even within a single 

training organisation between instructors.  
• Workers lack the knowledge to apply core theories and techniques to change situations. 

Companies must re-train workers to their site systems to ensure compliance.  

• RTO / ASQA; don’t look at quality training, they ensure the standard and process has been 
followed.  

• ASNZS/1981.4 Appendix E; outlines levels of training, provides sample content, syllabus - 
but it is interpreted differently across states and territories and NZ have their own basic 
training framework. It doesn’t describe/prescribe how the training should be delivered. It 
is an informative appendices that is not enforced. 

• United States OSHA 1926 subpart M; outlined the knowledge requirement of a ‘competent 
person’. Created a training industry in America, but left it to the marketplace to 
determine value and success. 

• Oil Sands Safety Association; set a training standard and mandated that any workers 
coming onto any Oil Sands site must have the OSSA’s training. Audited and licensed training 
courses that met their standard criteria, including content, delivery method and timing.  

• IRATA International; founded off the need for consistent skilled workers to manage assets. 
Course structure, content, delivery and assessment are set and consistent regardless of 
who the training company is or their industry specialisation. IRATA maintains the 
certification and auditing of members and training organisations. Site/project owners 
specify IRATA certified technicians or IRATA member companies to ensure they receive a 
consistent and qualified skillset for their jobs. 
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• WAHA as an independent association with members from a wide range of industries. WAHA is 
positioned as the perfect body to establish a training standard and system for qualification 
of workers at height. This would include; 
• A designated qualification system including training requirements and experience; 

• Training Standards for each level of qualification detailing; 
• Content, Minimum time spent on Theory, Required practical exercises; training prop/

structure minimum requirements. 
• Management system to record and oversee qualified workers. 
• Accreditation, auditing and management of Training Delivery Partners.  

• Why would members Object? 
• They already have developed content that they consider to be proprietary and they may 

object to ‘losing’ their uniqueness. 
• Compliance costs are already high - they already have a QMS to follow, and therefore, 

why should they add another one? 
• The opportunity to promote uniqueness is diminished / ability to existing customer base 

affected negatively by following a standardised format that ‘anyone can follow’ 
• Concern about those auditing spreading information across other companies, quality of 

audit staff to assess content.  

• Why should members Support? 
• Most content is not unique - it has been around for many decades. The quality of the 

training becomes highly dependent on the ability of the trainer - this systems 
standardises the training process.  

• First move advantage for companies that come on board with the WAHA validation 
delivering independent endorsement.  

• Increased sales opportunities for those ‘in the tent’ - collectively we lift standards across 
the board with companies having ability to get the same training content and delivery 
nationally.  

• Demonstration to industry that our collective concern is saving lives, not selling training.  
• This should be seen and promoted as not doing something extra, just doing something 

differently.  

• WAHA sets a training and qualification standard for training workers at height; 
• Includes course curriculum, training standards, instructor qualifications and worker 

qualifications; 
• Delivery is via a ‘hybrid’ training model utilising online learning for theory and face-to-

face practical skills development; 
• WAHA develops the online training and manages the theory delivery. 
• Practical skills delivery is via certified training delivery partners. 
• WAHA becomes the qualification body for working at heights.  

Next Steps: 
• Directors have broadly endorsed and supported this program for review; 
• Present to the membership to gain their preliminary support; 
• Conduct a market study identifying support for a training standard and heights 

qualification system; 
• Select a contractor to undertake lead role for work; 
• Formalise qualification structure and required training; 
• Develop milestones for delivery, ensuring member support along the way; 
• Begin course and system development only if and when industry support is gained. 
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• Open Forum Discussion 
• Cost saving benefits of having training available on rain days.  
• eLearning has a lot more accessibility within an ever changing market due to COVID.  
• Industry expectation that there is a minimal level of training for EWCS somewhere 

between 3 years and 6 months revalidation’s - this is due to legislation, however WSAH is 
not. Getting the regulator to look at working at heights so that a person ‘shall’ have 
training has so far to this day been impossible to achieve. We hope that they will at least 
recognise that there is a need for the standardisation of training in the WSAH sector. We 
aren’t reinventing the wheel when it comes to training - we just want them to start by 
recognising the need. 

• SafeWork ACT have tried to implement a system to enforce the training of people before 
they work at height and they have not been successful in getting it through.  

• There is going to be a huge amount of change if the regulators do move from a ‘should’ 
to a ‘shall’. 

• Industry / sector specific training may be possible to develop from an eLearning pathway 
to facilitate training or discussion of risk in niche industries / alternative modules /  

• Opportunity for WAHA to be that beacon to a wide range of industries to get that 
relevant buy-in from industry sectors.  

• There is also the opportunity to develop the training in tiered modules to facilitate 
different levels of training required between industries.  

• We are absolutely recognising that there are differences in industries, but this is about 
what is also unanimous across all industries and creating the opportunity to expand on 
training in an unanimous consistent way.  

• The purpose of this session was to gain wide endorsement of the Membership. 

• Unanimous from all meeting attendees for WAHA to pursue this project. 

Speaking of the future; we have the following members forum’s scheduled: 

• 13th May - 3M Market Study / Presentation (Invite Only; Video Link TBC). 

• 17th June – Members Forum 
• 5th August - Annual General Meeting 
• 7th / 8th September – WH&S Show 
 Members Forum (Face to Face) 
• 21st October – Members Forum 
• 2nd December – Members Forum 

Volunteers! 
We’re looking for volunteers to write short 1000 word articles on the following topics: 

• WHS Act and Regulations – Responsibilities 
• Environmental Conditions and Product Selection 
• Walkways 
• Integrating System Design and Tower Use 
• The importance of early design integration 
• Workplace Safely Legislation 

Please email admin@waha.org.au if you would like to assist! Companies are welcome to submit a 
photo along with the article for publication on all socials.  

15:30  - Meeting Close 
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15th April 2021 
WAHA Members Forum 

Attendees: 

Michael Biddle - RIGCOM (Chairman) 
Scott Barber - MSA (Director) 
Simon Pedretti - SafetyLink (Director) 
Brendan Sutton - Altura (Director) 
Richard Millar - RHM Consultancy (CEO) 
Deborah Chick - Eve Consulting (Secretary) 
Murray Voss - Sayfa 
Daniel DiDo - Bunzl Brands 
Anthony Burrell - Anchor Safe Systems 
Greg Peterson - 3M 
Andrew Sweeney - Height Safety Engineers 
Phil Nobel - Height Safety Engineers 
Mark Anderson - Anchored Height Safety 
Michael van der Jagt - CamPark 
Stephen Thornton - Bells Property Service 
Ashley Campbell - Sky5 
Ian Moggs - Just Careers Training 
Leitz JA 
Caroline Kennedy 
Joe 
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